Detection of radial motion depends on spatial displacement.
Nakayama and Tyler (1981) disentangled the use of pure motion (speed) information from spatial displacement information for the detection of lateral motion. They showed that when positional cues were removed the contribution of motion or spatial information was dependent on the temporal frequency: for temporal frequencies lower than 1Hz the mechanism used to detect motion relied on speed information while for higher temporal frequencies a mechanism based on displacement information was used. Here we test whether the same dependency is also revealed in radial motion. In order to do so, we adapted the paradigm previously used by Nakayama and Tyler to obtain detection thresholds for lateral and radial motion by using a 2-IFC procedure. Subjects had to report which of the intervals contained the signal stimulus (33% coherent motion). We replicated the temporal frequency dependency for lateral motion but results indicate, however, that the detection of radial is always consistent with detecting a spatial displacement amplitude.